[Measurement of the air kerma using dosimeters embedded in an acrylic phantom in interventional radiology.].
Interventional radiology procedure guidelines and a measurement manual (IVR guidelines) have been published for the maintenance of interventional equipment with an objective of avoiding serious radiation-induced skin injuries. In the IVR guidelines, the positioning of a dosimeter at the interventional reference point is determined, whereas placement of a phantom is not specified. Therefore, the phantom is placed at any convenient location between the dosimeter and image intensifier. The space around the dosimeter reduces detection of scattered radiation. In this study, dosimeters (consisting of a parallel plate ionization chamber, glass dosimeter and OSL dosimeter) were embedded in the phantom surface to detected scattered radiation accurately. As a result, when dosimeters were embedded in the phantom surface, the air kerma was increased compared with that when dosimeters were placed on the phantom. This suggested that embedded dosimeters were able to detect scattered radiation from the phantom.